•
here are about 30 full tk~e,
and 75 part-time fanners in
the Yukon.
economic
value of agricultural production was
esti..mated to be
$1.3 million in
1985, and it has
suggested that
food
is imported
some of
from elsewhere could be Yukongrown.
Agriculture in the Yukon faces a
unique set of circurnstai1ces. First, it
is northern agriculture. There is a
limited amount land
can
sustain agricultural production, and
the purchasing supplies and the
marketing
are
complicated
the

and th.e distance
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land transfers,
use planning and a separate
application process for m:ral residential land.
Development viable fanns
require
careful positioning so that they can benefit from
the better agricultural land and beneficial
microclimates.

2. Develop production/or the local market.

1. lvfake land available for agriculture.
There are
general directions
making more land
for agriculture.
planni.11g framework
which the land
application process

This will allow for the balanced
development of the production capacity,
infrastructure and markets. Developing a local
market should take precedence over the
development of a specialty export market.

should

include provisions
ae1ve1~oorne11t

re9uirements
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should

agriculture that is

3. Undertake research on the industry:
determine

I
- Assessment of economic potential of each
through
an agricultural development
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passing legislation to
farming and game ranching.

of all
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uses.

game
meat
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*
* need for meat inspection legislation and
services
* lack
facilities
* lack of a large animal veterinarian
* high cost of
* lack
parts and
* lack of legislation wildlife farming
*lack of storage facilities
* need market development
* little availability of technology and
information
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capacity of 15 small power
hoists, power
cost between UJ'-VU.~,-u ....
of setup is used in
prame rlt1"'£'\'!.n 1n0,:::•c
custom killing at the fann
Second
equipment
be available at
price.
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3.
availability
producer co-ops.
Bulk
fertilizers
volume ~,,,,.,...,..,..u. . ·!-c•
surcharges
grains; and hay can all
collectively
participating .a_..,._._,.£$,.,"
Cooperatives
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and ganiefarming.
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opportunities.
to deal
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Possible establishment of a central
storage facility in
if the
location of
production
the production
from
the major market

- Publicize agricultural success stories to
of
counter skepticism about
agriculture in
- Establish
projects to show
the possibilities northern agriculture to
potential farmers and other
people.
iu&,.._,.i. ...,,:HA.A.t

7. Promote more research and
development.
Research and
is an ongoing
task. There are ongoing experiments under the
New Crop Development Fund. The
has
in
and a
sponsored a berry
sod =...,.~_,."",,..•.,,,..,,,.,.,,. ..

